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                        Abstract    draft for night observations  

The great triumph of pharmacology and surgery in the last Century,    leaves shadows in the vast area of the 

relationship between mind consciousness, brain and body, with many disorder on an emotional level from 

PTSD to panic attacks, which compromise the quality of life in healthy subjects, complicating mild and in 

particular serious pathological scenarios, which create doubts and fears that tend to destabilize and 

precipitate the psychophysical balance and performance status.  

 Psychoneuropharmacology of PTSD and panic attack  is very useful to help manage critical issues but 

generally fails to restore a state of  wellness, efficiency and psychophysical balance, with some relevant 

side effects  . 

Psicoanalisys and Psicoterapy are very useful, but take long time while panic attack and PTSD are in some 

way medical emergency.  

From Old Indian School developed in Europe by Patrick Veret Umberto Grieco and their 

colleagueas, was observed  some very succesfull techinics to manage the troubles  on  Mind Brain 

Body axis,  that find in panic attack the iceberg. These experiences lack of scientific basis.  

 

The first useful hipotesys was carried by Sir John ECCLES  (Nobel Prize for discovery of synapsi ) 
We can read in Tiengo M. Talking with Sir John, interview with John Eccles on the 
theory of psychons. In: Seminars on pain. Mattioli Editore, Fidenza, 1992: 2:31-36. 
Eccles' proposal of the theory of psychons, according to which psychons interact with the 
neurons of the cortex through fields of quantum probability modulating their synaptic 
exocytosis, was not pursued. However,  as specified by Tiengo, it is of crucial importance because 
it is the first attempt at providing a quantum interpretation of the mental modulation of pain 
perception. 
 If the paradigms of classical Newtonian physics can be applied to nociception, pain, as well as all 
the scientific research on mind, consciousness and self, requires a different interpretation: the 
key is quantum physics.  
Tiengo writes: “The perception of pain can therefore be explored more deeply with the elusive 
world of quanta, conclusively recognising the failure of any attempt to reconcile clinical evidence 
and experimental data with common sense.” 

http://www.cimb.me/
http://www.cirps.it/


 

In this report we will show a discuss some case report regarding some enigmatic success in the treatment 

of loss of performance status till to panic attack, in people with various level of responsability and various 

diseases, in an  integrative approach to increase coherence and performance status. The work was carried 

face to face and to long distance by phone or videocall, in particulary in the work on water and on 

performance status of Dr Deep N. Singh. More enigmatic data come from the role of Borelliosis in Lyme 

Diseases and its treatment with tetracicline in a model that seems explained by the last work of Luc 

Montagnier. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

These experiences  that seems reveal an implicit order  connected strongly with the well studied explicit 

order (see Bohm and Josephoson  references)    are based on the Indian traditions of Prana, Subtil Body, 

Chakra and Nadi (equivalent of chinese Meridian). Some useful biotech development by Electroacupunture 

of Voll to T Helper of Altimed with chakraterapy frequencies, to last chakra version of Methatron, show 

that may be, we are in a biotecnological reality beyond mistics and esoteric vision prevalent in the field.  

The work of David Bohm, John Eccles, Jacques Benveniste, Giuliano Preparata,  Emilio Del Giudice, 

AllanWidom Yogendra Srivastava Brian Josephson, and many others  (see review of M. Scalia e coll.  

http://ibb.kpi.ua/article/view/140255 ) need more deep basic and applied research to any level by 

http://ibb.kpi.ua/article/view/140255


completion of Maxwell equation about the origin and the role of Potential Vector discussed in the last 

COHERENCE by Victor Koledov and Svetlana Von Gratosky 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KsMZxTxVuGE&list=PLOymwT_Mo-

UYzVcNXraz1MaSI6bi9Eh34&index=11 , to the Hidden Variables of Bhom.

Some help in this direction could arrive from a more advanced anatomophysiology  that pay attention to 

meridians and chakra in the regulation of physiopatological process, and clear many interesting enigma and 

good practise developped in the last thousand of years to help people to be healty powerfull and happy.  
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Recent theoretical and experimental results in the field of biophysics appear to indicate the possibility of 

quantum entanglement and nonlocality at  the biological level, between spatially separated pairs of human 

subjects and also  between basins containing neurons derived from human neural stem cells. If this 

research continues to be upheld in a more replicable fashion, this could have very  important implications 

in the area of controllable superluminal communication. Experiments are proposed in an attempt 

to address the issue of whether controllable  superluminal communication is possible and, if it is, to 

utilize it in an attempt to  determine if extraterrestrial intelligence really exists, within the framework of 

astrobiological nonlocality.  
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